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Jack Venrick
From:
Sent:
Subject:

"Jack Venrick" <jacksranch@skynetbb.com>
Sunday, June 15, 2008 11:44 PM
State of Oklahoma House Claims Sovereignty Under Constitution - 93 Yays, 3 nays, 6 excused

To: Those working to return individual and state free choice to A merica
Just received this from Pat in Idaho, thank you Pat. Here is her quote from below.



"I did spend a while on the Okalahoma government website and verified this.
It not only passed, it passed by a vote of 93 yays, 3 nays, and 6 excused."

My comments - Oklahoma is right on the mark
"that Congress may not simply commandeer the legislative and regulatory processes of the states;
and"
"THAT this serve as Notice and Demand to the federal government,
as our agent, to cease and desist, effective immediately, mandates
that are beyond the scope of these constitutionally delegated
powers."











At least one state must break all ties with the federal government ASA P
The fed is making prostitutes out of us all
The counties and cities must in turn break away and wean themselves from their
their drugs and addictions of choice
No sovereign state should be bound in any way to the "federal zone"
No sovereign natural born free state Citizen should be bound in any way to any
any state, county or city government
Government employees and those living in the federal zones are the only people
people that are bound
Natural born sovereign state Citizens are bound only to their God, Natural Law
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Law and Common Law at their choosing.
No one, not even God
 trespasses upon or takes or restricts or licenses
 or wars upon the birth rights of the natural born sovereign state Citizens that
that were given to us
 only ignorant and arrogant government employees steal our private
property with both hands
 only apathetic natural born sovereign state Citizens allow anyone to get
get away with this
 100 years ago those who stole horses and cattle were hung and/or shot
shot by local vigilante groups
 because of corrupt judges, councils, special interest groups,
government, etc.
 Now these same rustlers are elected into government while we are
forced to pay them to steal and trespasses into our lives
 we are born free with birth rights making us untouchable
 to any federal, state, county, city or non government encroachment
 this is not just the intentions of our Founding Fathers
 your birth rights are encoded in your DNA
 a limited government was formed and took an oath to protect these sacred
rights NOT TA KE THEM
America has become one of the most treasonous and treacherous stalkers of
private and public property in modern history
 We are frozen in fear by a few special interest groups who cannot support
themselves without stealing our property
 Freedom researchers are exposing a long history of debauchery,
deception, predatory exploitation of those once free
The states must wake up to these truths and cut the chains that bind us to a few
few elite groups
 before we literally starve to death in our own fields of grain and vast
untapped natural resources
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the state must stop enacting unending nonsense taking legislation and
addresses the above emergency issues ASA P
nonsense legislation = anything that takes from A and gives to B by force,
bribes, fees, fines, ticketing, reporting, pay backs, deception or coercion or
silence, i.e. no response
common sense legislation = free choice, public transparency for all to see
and vote
county governments need to be broken up completely to allow the rural
areas to manage their own affairs
city governments need to protect private property not extort the owner to the
the highest bidder
the existing tax base of the cities, counties, state and federal government is
totally unconstitutional and illegitimate and has been ruled so in at least 4
states already

Jack Venrick
Cutting my chains
To this corrupt town
This corrupt county
And this corrupt state
Who war upon my free choice
Enumclaw, Washington

http://waronyou.com/forums/index.php? topic=312.0
State of Oklahoma claims Sovereignty under Constitution
« on: June 14, 2008, 05:03:59 PM »
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------STATE OF OKLAHOMA
2nd Session of the 51st Legislature (2008)
HOUSE JOINT
RESOLUTION 1089 By: Key
AS INTRODUCED
A Joint Resolution claiming sovereignty under the
Tenth Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States over certain powers; serving notice to the
federal government to cease and desist certain
mandates; and directing distribution.
WHEREAS, the Tenth Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States reads as follows:
"The powers not delegated to the United States by the
Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to
the States respectively, or to the people."; and
WHEREAS, the Tenth Amendment defines the total scope of federal
power as being that specifically granted by the Constitution of the
United States and no more; and
WHEREAS, the scope of power defined by the Tenth Amendment means
that the federal government was created by the states specifically
to be an agent of the states; and
WHEREAS, today, in 2008, the states are demonstrably treated as
agents of the federal government; and
WHEREAS, many federal mandates are directly in violation of the
Tenth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States; and
WHEREAS, the United States Supreme Court has ruled in New York
v. United States, 112 S. Ct. 2408 (1992), that Congress may not
simply commandeer the legislative and regulatory processes of the
states; and
WHEREAS, a number of proposals from previous administrations and
some now pending from the present administration and from Congress
may further violate the Constitution of the United States.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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AND THE SENATE OF THE 2ND SESSION OF THE 51ST OKLAHOMA LEGISLATURE:
THAT the State of Oklahoma hereby claims sovereignty under the
Tenth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States over all
powers not otherwise enumerated and granted to the federal
government by the Constitution of the United States.
THAT this serve as Notice and Demand to the federal government,
as our agent, to cease and desist, effective immediately, mandates
that are beyond the scope of these constitutionally delegated
powers.
THAT a copy of this resolution be distributed to the President
of the United States, the President of the United States Senate, the
Speaker of the United States House of Representatives, the Speaker
of the House and the President of the Senate of each state's
legislature of the United States of America, and each member of the
Oklahoma Congressional Delegation.
PDF Document http://www.ok-safe.com/files/documents/ ... 89_int.pdf
This means that the State of Oklahoma is basically Seceding from the Corporation known as the
UNITED STATES of AMERICA, an artificial entity created in 1934, and not the Nation of
American States created by the Constitution.
The last time this was done, Civil War broke out. Do you think that the Federal Power over the
States will actually cease and desist? This is good, in a way, and bad, in another way. More
States are certain to follow suit, I think a lot of them were waiting for someone else to start the
ball rolling. This bears watching....
A nd another post from Pat
I did spend a while on the Okalahoma government website and verified this. It not only passed, it
it passed by a vote of 93 yays, 3 nays, and 6 excused.
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